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"The range of potential use cases for homomorphic encryption is vast. By focusing on the encryption-in-use space,
Enveil complements data-at-rest and data-in-motion encryption to fill a gap in the overall data security landscape."

— Featured Impact Report by 451 Research

Data is often an organization’s largest and most valuable asset, making it a target

for all types of adversaries. With attack vectors emerging from every possible

angle, organizations must ensure security throughout the data processing

lifecycle by securing data at rest on the file system, data in transit as it moves

through the network, and data in use, while it is being used or processed.

Only NIAP-certified solution providing nation-state level security in the
processing layer.
Protections so effective that the operations could safely be processed
in an environment known to be malicious or actively under attack.
Ultimate safeguard for your sensitive data while still enabling the
value attained through access and use.

Enveil allows organizations to securely use data where it is and as it is

today, delivering nation-state level security without requiring any

system overhauls. By decoupling from the storage technology layer,

Enveil is able to sit above the data, requiring no changes to the

underlying environment. Enveil’s solution is completely API-based

allowing users to interact with Enveil the same way that they interact

with their data today.

Enveil allows organizations to analyze, search, and perform calculations

on sensitive data without ever decrypting anything, eliminating the risks

of theft or incidental exposure. Powered by homomorphic encryption,

Enveil extends the boundaries of trusted compute into completely

untrusted spaces.

NATION-STATE DATA SECURITY IS A PRIVATE SECTOR NECESSITY;
ONLY ENVEIL DELIVERS THE 'HOLY GRAIL' OF DATA ENCRYPTION.2018 SINET 16
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THERE'S A VOID IN YOUR DATA PROTECTION. WE ELIMINATE IT.

GROUNDBREAKING TECHNOLOGY, SEAMLESS INTEGRATION
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Security Solution

Revolutionizing data security – and the industry is taking notice.
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